DEFINITIVE ANAGRAMS: G-I

ANIL
Perth, Australia

Continued from the May and November 2003 Word Ways (03-91,279). Verbs are capitalised and punctuated as if sentences unless they also work as nouns etc. [p] = palindrome

I. DEFINITIVES

Begrudge. bugged re
cause as cue
centred of gravity, the nett heavy force girt
clandestine silent dance, net-laced sin
disadvantageousness 1. uneven toss
2. sad aid sag [a 2-for-1]
discrimination Disc rim l-nation. [my domain]
"I drew a circle that shut them out,
beneath me, alien, things to flout.
But they and love had the wit to win.
They drew a circle that let me in." (Anon., modif.)

Dissipates. It is passed, is past, dies.
dooj ‘good’
("good doogs" = good goods) [Oz colloq.]
ecdyasiast Dye is cast.
fruitless if rutless
fruitless set futile stress
gall bladder Bag’ll de-lard.
galvanized surface coat
a “glad face us” at zinc-over
gametes’ program egg/sperm at amor
Gestate. a get set to issue o’ tissue to issue
gael goal o’ lag [lag = jailbird (Brit.)]
gallows lag’s low [Four apt meanings: low-down; lowered down; sad; low point in career]
gardener a green Dr.

Generalise. Lines agree.
generalisation Rationalise gen.

Get around. 1. Go. 2. Date. 3. Run, ‘eat ground’. 4. a turned go [1. not lame; 2. have many amours; 3. cover much ground; 4. detour]

Gets across. Tags, scores.

Girdle. Held rig.

[Oz colloq.]
glacier ice, large “crag I’lll rag” ice
glockenspiel, a Clink-peal goes song-like place.

goat “Go!” ad

[Oz colloq.]
goat Gig on.

gonad’s DNA’s go
gondolier, a Long oared, I ride lagoon.

Good deal! O glad ode—a God dole!
Good grief! (Oo, frigged!)

Go to pieces. Cope-ties go.

grasping snag grip, grasp, clip, clasp, grip

gratitude “Ta! True dig.”
gregariousness serious re gangs

grits grist [ground corn (unrelated ety.)]
growl Low “Gr...”
gynaecologist nosy at egg coil cage, yon “go” slit; c. genital-goosy
Hades shades (Head has dead he, sad she shade.) [shades = Hades, head = Pluto, shade = ghost]

hailings Signal “Hi!”

half-baked blah, faked

ham-fisted Deft? I mash.

handy Had ny. [nigh (obs.sp.), at hand]

hangout “haunt” (Go, hang out.)

hardship harsh dip [HAR DHIP]

Harrowed. hoer draw, harrowing the plain, plowing terrain (Hahl) [Hah--not plowing!]

haughtily Hit ugly “Hal” [eg, item above]

headstrong hard-set nog

heavy-hearted They’re sad, have hard heaves yet.

helicopters Leer, ’tis chop|per! (The coils let chop rise.)

hesitation Hie? Sat on it.

hobo boho [Bohemian, vagabond]

holdings his gold ’n’ Lsd hog-in [lbs/shlg/p]

Hoodwink. “Wind” hook.

hoogan Hoon, lag, I. [hoon = lout (Brit.)]

hopefully Fly ‘up-hole’.

hord herd o’ (heord) [OE herd (unrel.)]

houseboating “sea hobo” (in tug?)

hurdle racing Run-arch-glide, run-arch-glide...

hypersensitivity I spy shiver entity, hypersensitive, ie, tip shy nerves.

hypnosis Spy on his shy psi, no? [cf.IIIgnosis]

hypnotics to psych in, con thy psi, cop thy sin

hydrophobia rabid ‘H_2O-hypo’

hypotheses (They’s hopes.) Shop the yes, identify a nifty idea, an educated guess. “Gut-deduce” as sane see ’n’, data-cued, suggest cause and due.

hypothesiser art Stir, shape theory.

1.618034^2 = 2.618034^1 [golden ratio squared]

idea a die

Ignored. Nero dig (=no dig re) [Famous ignorer—he roaming while fiddle burned.]

immediate a time ‘idem’

immense I seem M^n. [mega to the nth degree]

Impair. I ramp, I rip, I majim, I rap, I ram, I pip, I mar. [I overkill!]

impartiality parity-lit aim


impertinent Re imp intent: loud, imperti­inent rude imp, to net nil, led no-merit input, impudent rot line, insolent snot line.

implications points I claim I slam pic into

importance impacter on

impotent rage a not-met gripe; top anger time

Impregnates. Enter gaps, impinging, stream.

imprinted prime dint t’ ripe mind

improbable a limp ‘be’ orb [A be or not a be?]

in a flitter/in a flutter in alert fit / unalert fit

inarticulate a unit article [jointless (Zool.)]

incapacitation Anti-action cap, I.

inception 1. Coin, pen it.
2. openin’ tic, inception’s onset in pic
3. “since ___” point
incommunicative Mum in, I can’t voice.

incomparable No abler, I’m “cap”.

incomprehensible sense-cipher’n limbo

inconclusively Illy convince us.

inconstant n-non static

Incriminates. Names in criticism. Ran tie-in, screamin’ “in it!”.” ["hedunit!”]

Incubate. 1. Cub eat-in, ie bun act incubates its neat biscuits. [womb, ‘oven in the bun’] Incubates. 2. Cabinet us in cub-roast incubators, a crib to ‘sun’. [hospital]

indecorum rum in code, cur in mode (I’m crude, no? I’m rude con or I’m dunce?)

indelible I bleed nil.

Indent. Tend in.

indeterminate intermediate n (ie, ain’t end term) [N lies anywhere between extremes.]

indeterminism I’m mire, end isn’t set, I’m inner dim.

indignation ignition and din in anti go
vile indignation livid in negation

indistinguishable Is in a subtle hiding.

Indoctrinate. Train, con, ‘edit’ to direct an inner dictation in tart code in ‘ant’ direction, citin’ rad note, citin’ trad one. [ant = dedicated soldier, rad & trad are two schools]

indomitables “I’m not led!” bias

inexcusable “Because X” nil!

inferential Entail finer line in after learn finite.

informed Find more mined-for foremind.

Infuse. Finger in.

Infused. Fed us in funds; ie, “Find use.”

ingestion Inn... it goes! [The whole inn?]

Ingratiate. get-in-at air

inhospitable Polite? Banish.

inking linking

innate in ante

inorganic in a no C rig [no carbon]

Inseminate. ie, man set in

insincerity It’s inner icy; ie, isn’t cryin’.


insured Is under.

insurgent gunster in reign-stun, “In’s urgent!”

Integrate. Inter-gate. [INTEGRATE]

integrations set-rationing

Intercalates. Interlaces at a central site: insert (lace) at a transect lie; interact; seal.

interception Enter into pic, nip centre o’ it.

interests triteness-resistent tense stir

interested 1. Enters tide—enters, tied.

2. Is netted re nett desire re tender ties.

interesting Entering its sting entire, ignite stern, netting rise. [“inner rest sting!”]

Interfering. ‘Ferreting in’, interferings infringe rest.

interlocks 1. knit-closer 2. ‘corset’ link

intermediary I’m entry aider.

intermission Mini-rest is on, intermission’s trim in session.

Internalised. 1. Entrails dine. 2. Learnt inside. 3. Is eternal din. [3. inner self-chatter]
interplay  party line

interpretations  Rip into ’n’ restate; spin, inter-rotate, ration it, present it net reason trip, rise into pattern.

interrogator  ‘Terrorgation’ interrogator’s retro-roasting terror agonist.

Inters. Insert in Rest.  (Ah, inter in earth!)

intersections  cross-tie in net

Intervene. Enter vein.

intestinal fortitude  I fear. It doesn’t untill! True to fit line, I stand fast in net ’til ride out.

Intimidates.  “I eat its mind, its aim I dent, do intimidate. I’d dominate it.”

inured  Un-dier, I endured ruin.

inventories  “in store” vein, inventoried trove in nide  [nest]

invertebrates  veteran tribes; ribs, teat never

investigator  I vet, sort, gain target—vision.

Invites.  “Envisit!”  Invitation’s an in to visit.

irate  At ire, I rate.  [Ir\AT\E]

irregular  1. Off, or a “lug err”, I.  [p]
2. I ‘rag’ ruler.

irrelevance  clear veer in “real” evincer

irrigation  I rig rain to.

isobars  air boss

isolation  A solo in it (in isolation).  I liaison not.

isosceles  co-sessile  [(Two sides) directly attached to base.]

itinerants:  “Transient, I.”

II. ANTIGRAMS  [d]=double, ant. or syn.

anomalous results  usual set, so normal

blessed  bedless  [B\LESS\ED\] [d]

Devastate.  Set at saved  [p]

floor  roof (L fool’r!)  [very slow Learner!]

gall bladder  glad red ball  [bilious green!]

guileless  Sell guise.

hallowed  a low held “wad o’ hell”

harmfulness  harmless fun  [HARM\FU\N\ESS]

hasty  Shy at.

Heroizes.  “He is zero.”

honestly  on the sly

hot spot  pot shot

humble guts  the smug bull  (“Getum” Bush?)

ill feeling  Ill fleeing in glee fill.

imbalance  calm in base

impartially  I’m part, I ally.

imperfections  prime, co-finest, of precise mint

impractical  map-critical  [d]

inadequately  Equal any tide.

incompatible  Combine, plait.

in credit  Red Inc. it.  [Inc\RED\IT]

indefinitely  finely tied in

indeterminate  item entrained; time entrained

independent  pen-intended  [Jefferson’s?]  [d]

indiscreet  I’d screen it.
indiscriminate Discern aim in it.

inflated(ness) 1 end flat(ness)  [d]
[The "-ness" turns antonyms into synonyms.]

insoluble oil 'n' lubes  [d: in ea. other v. water]

inspired pines-rid

Intends. Isn't end.

interaction Or can't tie in.

interim termini

into On it? Not I!  [d]

isolating ligations

cleination alineation  [alignment]

III. OTHER  (including some definitives)

gamomania A mom--again!!  [offset p]
[manic compulsion to marry and reproduce]

garbage Grab Age bag gear  [effluent society]

girls' underwear We gird a siren lure.

gnosis psi song, hip gnosis hi psi song  [p]
[Mystical knowledge is a music in the mind.]

government "voter"  ("n' G-men! Overguns govern us!)

great apes A pre-stage--great apes ate grapes.
[Apples weren't our undoing but a fall from grapes!]

the gripes of wrath what ire pegs forth
[unrelated to the aforementioned grapes--sometimes]

Groundhog's Day Doggy hoard sun?

Hankered. "Hark, need!!"  (Nark heed!)

happiness Penis has p.  [or female equivalent]

haunted undeath

heartbroken Keen throb, "Rake! He-rat!
Born taker, he, born heart bonker!"

highly thought of Holy? Oft high thug!

hoi polloi 1. Hill o' poo, I.  [H o' PO I]
2. I poll Ohio.  [Ohio, an Akronism often confused with a hill of poo, is stereotypically middle America and so represents "the masses" everywhere.]

Hippocrates top careship (Top-cares hip.)
"Top care's hip!"  [triple charade]

human beings meaning's hub

idle fancy candy life

illiberally I really bill!

illustration (t)art illusion

imbalance Cain m. Abel.
[Also unbalanced alphanumerically: 27 meets 20!]

impatient Tap in time.

impotent "pint mote"  [sexually an antonym!]

inaction No it can I.  [d,p]
(Inaction's is no antic I sanction!)

incaution "I can in-out."  [famous last words]

imbalance Cain m. Abel.
[Also unbalanced alphanumerically: 27 meets 20!]

inclosure locus rein

included in cuddle (excluded: Ex cuddle!)

Inculcate. Clue-in act in "ace" cult rent-a-
diction; indoctrinate.  ["En-dog-train Nation!"]

inflamer "L fireman"  [Hellfireman! cf. II. floor]

infuriated if "urinated"  [U N FURiated]

innings ninings

Instructing. 'tincturings'

introversion revision-torn I.  (torn over sin?)

"involved" 1. in love  2. VD  [literall 2-for-1]
IV. POLYANAGRAM VERSE

After Death?
Dearth fate? Father date?
Fatted, hear the tad fear
the fade art fed at [your] heart:
the far date—the rad fate?

Gibbose Moon
Me so-big boon
be mo’ big soon.
Or less if in wane.
(E’en loss wif rain!)

Irratableness  (brainless rite)
An ire bristles, “I blister!” nears,
ire blast siren blisterin’ ears.
Brit’leness air is stir enabler.
Risibles aren’t ires in stabler.

Humanity
A Uni myth? Hay in tum?
I may hunt a tiny hum,
Hun amity, a thin yum,
ham unity in thy Aum.

‘Historiectomy’
Choosey trim it,
historic event.
Victories, then to vest in
riches cover it in the
historic event’s
overt sin “Ethics”.
(It covers the sin.)
[History-ectomy?]
Looks incorrectomy.]

Hormone Derange
A hen-greed moron,
horemonger dean,
Home-anger drone,
horned ogre mean;
“Need homer!” groan,
dame-honor green
O’ her-gender moan
o’er horn-mad gene

“Merge one on hard—
hog, mare, no ender.
More, Hon! en garde!”
(No homage render!)

[sex-crazed homewrecker ignorant
of women and prone to bestiality;
at take on the old song:
Whore, hormone derange,
Where the deer and the aunt
elope, play,
Where cell-dumb is herd,
A disco raging weird,
And these guys air ‘knot cow’
deeds all day:]

Indulgent
I dent lung, let in dung.
[Good shit?]

Incestuously
Ye lust cousin, ye slut!
Scion, uncles suit you.
“U is uncle’s toy.”
There was a young lady from France
Who had a large hole in her pants.
Not meant as a lure,
But she had to be sure
To look out for uncles and ants.